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BOUNDARY RESPECTING MAPS OF 3-MANIFOLDS
BENNY

EVANS

This paper is about maps of compact 3-manifolds which
map the boundary of the domain (possibly nonhomeomorphically) into the boundary of the range. F. Waldhausen has
shown that such a map between compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds with nonempty, incompressible boundary is
homotopic to a homeomorphism if and only if the map induces
an isomorphism at the fundamental group level. The main
theorem of this paper states that the above theorem remains
valid if the assumption of incompressible boundary is dropped.
A study of disk sums of bounded 3-manifolds will be required in order to prove the above-mentioned theorem. This
investigation involves theorems about disk sums of bounded
3-manifolds analogous to the classical Eneser theorem for
closed 3-manifolds.

The reader may wish to consult [11] for a proof of Waldhausen's
theorem mentioned above and [4] and [7] for variations of Waldhausen's
theorem related to the theorems proved in this paper.
All spaces and maps in this paper are assumed to belong to the
precise linear category, and each subspace that we shall discuss is
taken to be piecewise linearly embedded. If A is a subcomplex of the
simplicial complex X, we use the notation U(A, X) to denote a regular
neighborhood of A in a second derived subdivision of X.
If X is a manifold, we use the notation bdX and intX to denote
the boundary of X and the interior of X respectively.
A 3-manifold M is said to be irreducible if each 2-sphere in M
is the boundary of some 3-cell in M.
A compact 2-manifold F embedded in a manifold M is properly
embedded in M if F Π bd M = bd F. A compact 2-manifold F properly
embedded in a 3-manifold M is incompressible in M if for each disk
D in M such that D Π F — bd D, there exists a disk Ώf in F such
that bd D = bd D\
Let F denote a 2-manifold properly embedded in a 3-manifold M,
and let J denote a loop in M that meets F transversely. We define
the symbol [J, F] to be 0 if J meets F an even number of times, and
[/, F] = 1 if J meets F an odd number of times. Observe that if
J* is a loop in M that is homotopic to J", then [J, F] — [J*, F].
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Let M and N denote compact, orientable ^-manifolds, and let
/: (ikf, bd M) —• (N, bd N) be a map. Having chosen generators a and
β for Hn(M, bd ΛΓ) respectively, we say that / has degree k if and
only if f*(a) = fcβ. In general we shall not be concerned with the
sign of the degree of a map. We note for future reference that if
/: (M, bd M) -> (N, bd N) has degree ί l , then /*: Π i W — Tίi(N) is
an epimorphism [2].
A compact 3-manifold M is a cube-with-handles if and only if ikf
is homeomorphic with U{Γ, R3) where Γ is some connected graph
embedded in R\
If a and β are loops in a manifold Λί based at a common point
*, we use the notation a ~ β to indicate that a is homotopic to /S
relative to the base point *. Where there is no danger of confusion,
we shall also use this notation to denote homotopic maps.
Π Disk sum decompositions* Kneser's theorem [10] for connected sums of closed 3-manifolds with fundamental group a free product is not in general true for disk sums of bounded 3-manifolds [5].
However as we shall shortly show, each bounded 3-manifold has a
natural decomposition into disk sums determined by its fundamental
group. This is made more precise in Theorem 2.4. I wish to thank
William Jaco for collaborating with me on the proofs of the theorems
of this section.
A group G is said to be indecomposable if G cannot be written
as a nontrivial free product. Let G be a finitely generated group.
If Alf
, Ak are indecomposable groups which are not infinite cyclic,
and if F is a free group such that Aλ*
*Ak*F is isomorphic with
G, then Ay*
*Ak*F is said to be a free decomposition for G. Each
finitely generated group has a free decomposition which is unique up
to isomorphism and order of factors, (see page 245 of [6].)
LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a compact Z-manifold with nonempty
boundary and suppose πλ(M) ^ G*Z for some group G. Then there
exists a properly embedded disk D in M which does not separate M.
Futhermore πx{M — D) ** G.

Proof. Let K denote a C — W complex such that πt(K) ^ G and
πι(K) = 0 for i > 1. Let A denote a simple closed curve. Let Kv A
denote the space obtained by attaching a point of A to a point of K.
Then by Van Kampen's theorem, π^Ky A) ** G*Z. Observe that the
universal cover of K V A is contractible. Hence π^Kv A) = 0 for each
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Since π^Kv A) p* πJJM) d i(KV A) = 0 for i > 1, we can construct a map /: ikf—• Kv A such that /*: πx{M) —• π^Kv A) is an isomorphism. Let a; denote a point on A — K. We may assume that
ι
the map / is transverse with respect to x. Then f~ (x) = F x U
U Fr
consists of a collection of mutually exclusive, 2-sided, properly embedded 2-manifolds in M. We wish to change / by a homotopy
ι
in such a way that each component of f~ {x) becomes either a disk
or a 2-sphere
Let ί: Fj —>M denote the inclusion map. Then /*oΐ*: 7^(2^-) —•
π^Ky A) is the trivial map. Thus i*: π^Fj) —•ττ1(Λf) is also the zero
homomorphism. If some i^ is not simply connected, then there is a
loop I on 2^ such that I is not contractible in Fiy but £ does contract
in M. By the usual surgery on a map that represents a contraction
of I, we are able to find a loop ϊ* on Fά (possibly i Φ j) such that Z*
does not contract in F y , but * has a contraction in ikf that meets
\Ji=ι Ft only in £*. Then since each Fi is 2-sided, we may apply the
loop theorem [9] to cl (M - JJί=i U(Fh M)) to obtain a disk D in M
such that ΰ f l KjUiFi = D Π F, = bd D, and bdZ> is not contractible
in

Fj.

We consider U(D, M) as a product D' x [0,1] with DczD' x 1/2.
Observe that F3- Π ?7(I>, M) is an annulus R. R separates Df x [0,1]
into two components, one of which we identify with D x [0,1]. Define g: M-+KV A as follows. Set g = / on cl {M-D' x [0,1] (J bd D x
[0,1/4] U bd D x [3/4,1]. Set g(D xl/4{jDx 3/4) - x. Since 7Γ2(iΓV A) =
0, we can extend g over D x [0,1/4], D x [3/4,1], and cl (D' x [0,1] (D x [0,1/4] u f l x [3/4,1])) in such a way that g~\x) Π ΰ ' x [0,1] =
bd D x [0,1/4] U D x 1/4 U D x 3/4 U bd D x [3/4,1], Observe that g
differs from / only on the interior of the 3-cell Df x [0,1]. Hence
since 7Γ(JK" V A) — 0 for i > 1, it follows that g is homotopic to /.
By deformations of the above type, we can construct a map
h: M-+ Kv A such that h*: π^M) —* πx(K V A) is an isomorphism and
each component of h~1(x) is a simply connected 2-manifold.
Let I denote a simple closed curve in M such that h(l) is homotopic to the simple closed curve A. Then [h(l), x] = [A, x] = 1. Hence
1 = [lf h~ι{x)\ = Σί = 1 lh Fi] (mod 2). It follows that for some i, [I, FJ =
1. (In particular, /r 1 ^) =£ 0.) If Ft is a disk, we set D = F{. If
Fi is a 2-sphere, let P be an arc joining Ft to bd M. We then construct D from Fi by first removing the interior of the disk U(P, M) Π
Fi from Fi and then adjoining the obvious annulus in bd U(P, M).
Then by Van Kampen's theorem, πx{M) w πx(cl (Af - U(D, M))*Z.
It follows from uniqueness of a free decomposition that G e*& π^M — D).
4

Lemma 2.1 provides an easy proof of the following well known
theorem.
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2.2: Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3Then π^M) is free if and only if M is a cube-with-handles.

COROLLARY

manifold.

The proof of Corollary 2.2 is a straightfoward application of Lemma
2.1 and is omitted.
LEMMA 2.3:
Let M be a compact 3-manifold with nonempty
boundary such that π^M) ^ Aλ* A2 with A1 Φ 1 Φ A2. If each properly
embedded disk in M separates M, then there exists a disk D in M
that separates M into two nonsimply connected components.

Proof. Construct C — W complexes Ku K2 such that TΓ^UQ ^ Ai9
πό{Ki) = 0, i = 1, 2, j > 1. Let L be obtained from Kλ and K2 by
adjoining one end point of an arc A to Kx and attaching the other
end point to K2. Let x denote the midpoint of A. By Van Kampen's
theorem, πγ{L) ^ π^K^π^K*).
Since L is aspherical, there exists a
map f\M—*L such that /*: πγ{M) —^πγ{L) is an isomorphism.
Using the same techniques as in Lemma 2.1, we can change / by
a series of homotopies so that f"\x) = Eu
, Er consists of properly
embedded disks and 2-spheres. Since each properly embedded disk (and
hence each 2-sphere) in M separates M, the 2-manifold Ex separates M
into two components whose closures we denote by Mγ and M2. Suppose
M1 is simply connected. Let Λf8* = cl (M2 - U(El9 M)), M* = MXU
U(ElfM).
Define g:M-+L as follows. Let g\M* = f\M2*.
We
may assume that g is a level preserving map on U(El9 M) so that
g(M? Π Λf2*) is a single point p on A. Thus we may let g{M?) = p.
Observe first of all that E1 does not occur as a component of
g~ι(x). Secondly since i*: π^M*) —• π^M) is an isomorphism, it follows
from the following commutative diagram that g*: π^M) -+πx{L) is an
isomorphism.

H*

g*\

Thus if each 2-manifold Et (1 5S i ^ r) separates M into two components, one of which is simply connected, then altering / as above
we can construct a map h:M-+L such that h*: π^M) —>-π1(L) is an
isomorphism and h~ι{x) = 0 . But then h{M)czK1.

Γ*
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Then from the above diagram we see that ΐ*: π^KJ —>π1(L) is an
epimorphism. It follows that π^K^) = 1 contrary to the hypothesis
of the lemma. Hence some component Έι separates M into two components neither of which is simply connected. If Ei is a 2-sphere,
we change it to a properly embedded disk by the same technique used
at the end of Lemma 2.1.
2.4. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with nonempty
boundary. Suppose π^M) ** Af
*Ak*Fr is a free decomposition for
ΊCχ{M) where r is the rank of Fr. Then there exist disks Dlf
, Dk+r^t
separating M into k components Mly
, Mk. And there exists an
isomorphism ψ: πγ(M) —> Aλ*
*Ak*Fr such that ψi^π^Mi) = A3- (1 ^
i ^ k).
THEOREM

Outline of proof. Let G — π^M). If G has a free factor of Z,
we write G = Gλ*Z. We apply Lemma 2.1 to find a disk Dx such that
M1 = cl (Λf - U(D19 M)) and π^M1) ~ G,. If G, has a free factor of
Z, we apply Lemma 2.1 again to construct M2. Since M is compact, G
is finitely generated. Hence Grushko's theorem (page 191 of [6]) assures us that this process must eventually yield a compact 3-manifold
Mr such that each properly embedded disk in Mr separates Mr. If
7Γi(Λίr) is decomposable, we apply Lemma 2.3 to find a properly embedded disk that separates Mr into two nonsimply connected components
Ml9 M2. We apply Lemma 2.3 to each of the components Mlf M2.
Again by Grushko's theorem this process must terminate.
We have a collection Dίy
, Dp of properly embedded disks in M
separating into components Ml9
, Mq such that TΓ^-M*) is neither
decomposable nor infinite cyclic for each i(l^i^q).
By Van Kampen's
theorem, π^N) ^ πx{Mύ*
*Ki(Mg)*F where F is a free group. The
theorem now follows from uniqueness of the free decomposition for
π^M).
Ill*

Boundary respecting maps*

THEOREM 3.1. Let M and N denote compact, orientable, irreducible ^-manifolds with nonempty boundaries. Let f(M, bd M)-+{N9 bdiV)
be a degree 1 map such that /*: πJ^M) —> π^N) is a monomorphism.
Then there exists a homotopy ht: (M, bd M) —> (N9 bd N) such that
h0 — f and hx is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Since / is a degree 1 map, it follows that /*: πλ(M) —-•
πt(N) is an epimorphism and hence is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2
of [7] it suffices to show that / is homotopic to map g: (M, bdΛf)-+
(N9 bdN) such that g \hάM: bd M—> bά N is a homeomorphism. We
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proceed to show this.
It follows from the sphere theorem [3] that If and iSΓare aspherical manifolds. Thus, /: M-+N is a homotopy equivalence. Since /
is a degree 1 map, we have for each q that the following diagram
commutes where λ is the usual Lefschetz duality isomorphism.
n

Hq{M, bd M) — ^ H ~

V

2

K*
n

Hq{N, bd N)
> H -"(N) .
Hence f*:Hq(M, bd M) —+ Hq(N, bdN) is an isomorphism for each q.
Thus we may apply the five lemma to the following diagram to conclude that /*: £Γ?(bd M) —>• H,(hά N) is an isomorphism for each q.
Hq+1(M) — Ht+ι(M, bd M) — Hq{h& M) — Hq(M) — Hq(M, bd M)

j/*

}/*

|/

{/*

}/•

- Hq+1(N, bd iV) — ir,(bd N) — £Γt(iSΓ) — Hq(N, bd iV) .

In particular since each boundary component of M and N is orientable
and /*: £Γ8(bdΛf) —>H2(bdN) is an isomorphism, it follows that each
boundary component of N has a unique boundary component of M in
its preimage.
Let Xu
, Xr, Yu
, Yr denote the boundary components of M
and N respectively; assume notation has been chosen so that f(Xt) c
Yi (Xiίiikr)*
Put fι = f\wr
It follows from the above remarks
that fi is a degree 1 map for each i (1 ^ i ^ r). Thus / i# : π^Z^) —>
TΓ^Yi) is an epimorphism. Furthermore

Λ: flίί-ay Θ

Θ fiiί-ϊr) — flίίΓj 0

0 fli(rr)

is an isomorphism with f^H^Xi)) a Hλ{Yi) for each i (1 ^ i ^ r). It
follows that fi^: H^Xi)—> H^Yi) is an isomorphism for each i (1 ^
i ^ r). Since the rank of the first homology of a closed orientable 2manifold determines the genus of the 2-manifold, it follows that X*
is homeomorphic to Yi for each i (1 ^ i ^ r). Then since fundamental
group of a closed 2-manifold is necessarily Hopfian [1], it follows that
fi\ π^Xi) —>π1(Yi) is an isomorphism for each i (1 ^ i ^ r). Neilsen's
theorem [8] now assures us that / { : Xι —> Yi is in fact homotopic to a
homeomorphism.
Thus we are able to construct a map g: (M, bd M) —> (N, bd ΛΓ)
such that g is homotopic to /, and g \hύM: bd M—> bd iV is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
THEOREM

3.2.

Let M and N denote compact, orientable, irredu-
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cίble S-manifolds with nonempty boundary. Let f: (M, bd M) —*
(N, bdiV) be a map such that /*: πy(M) —» π^N) is an isomorphism.
Then f is homotopie to a homeomorphism. Furthermore, if M is not
the product of a compact 2-manifold with the unit interval, the homotopy above can be chosen so that it maps bdM into bdN.
Proof. Suppose N is a cube-with-handles. Then since the fundamental group of M is free of the same rank as πλ(N), it follows that
M is also a cube-with-handles, and there exists a homeomorphism
g:N—>M. The map gf then induces an automorphism a on the
fundamental group of M. Then applying a theorem of Zieschang [12],
there exists a homeomorphism h: M—> M such that h* — a. Then the
ι
maps / and g~ h induce identical isomorphisms from the fundamental
group of M onto the fundamental group of N. Then since N is an
aspherical manifold, if follows that / is homotopie to the homeomorphism g~~ιh. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2 when N is a
cube-with-handles.
We continue the proof assuming N is not a cube-with-handles.
Let πλ(N) f** Bλ*
*Bn*F denote a free decomposition for πx{N). Let
Du " > Dd denote the collection of properly embedded disks in N
whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2.4. Let
cl (N-

and let ψ: π^N) —> B^

U U(Di9 N))

- Nl9

•••, Nn ,

*Bn*F be an isomorphism such that
= B3

( l ^ j ^ n ) .

Since N is not a cube-with-handles, we have the n ^ 1 so that no
component Nd (1 ^ j ^ n) is simply connected.
Let /"^U^iDj) — \jUiE% where for each i, E{ is a properly embedded 2-manifold in M. As a consequence of the sphere theorem [3],
both M and N are aspherical manifolds. Hence applying the techniques
of §2, we may assume that each component Et is simply connected.
Furthermore, if Et is a 2-sphere, then Et bounds a 3-cell R in M. It
is easy then to change / on a regular neighborhood of R so that i74 no
longer occur as a component of f~ι{\J*=J)5).
Thus we may assume
that each component I?* (1 <£ i <Ξ e) is a disk properly embedded in M.
We identify distinguished regular neighborhoods U(Ei9 M) and
U(Dj, N) with E{ x [0, 1] and Dj x [0, 1] respectively.
We may
assume that these neighborhoods have been chosen so that

Hύ

U(D3; N)) = U ϋ{Et, M) ,

and that \ίf{E%) c Djf then /U<x[0,i]= Ei

x

1°^ !] "^ -Dy x [°» !]

is a

l e v e l
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preserving map.
Let cl(ikf - Uί=i U(Ei9 M)) = \jT=iMi. Let x (resp. y) denote the
base point of M (resp. N)f and let xt (resp. y3) denote the base point
of Mi (1 ^ i S m) (resp. N3 (1 ^ i ^ %))• We choose the base points
so that f(x) = y, and /({#<}) = {#,•}. Let α< (resp. β3) denote arcs in
M (resp. N) joining a?< to x (resp. 2/y to y)9 and let the inclusion maps
at the fundamental group level be defined along these arcs.
Finally, we assume that / (int M) c int (N), and we put ft —
f\Mi
(l^i^m).
By Van Kampen's theorem, there is an isomorphism φ\ πt(M) —>
Ai*
*A W *F' such that φi^π^Mi) = A< (1 ^ i ^ m). Note that some
of the groups A< may be trivial.
LEMMA A.

Lei

JWy δe a component

of

cl (iV — (Jy=i

there exists a unique component Mi of cl (M — ( J | = 1 U(Eif M))
such that ffj: π^Mi) —> π^Nj) is an isomorphism.
If Mp is any other
component of cl M - (Jl=i U(Ei9 M)) such that f(Mp) c Nif then Mp is
a 3-cell.
Proof. Observe first of all that as a consequence of Van Kampen's
theorem, the inclusion induced homomorphisms i*: π^Mi) —>πx(M) and
i*: π^Nj) —>ττ1(iV) are monomorphisms. For each i such that f(Mi) c
Nj we have a commutative diagram.

u*
We conclude from this diagram that fit: π^Mi) —• iϋi{Nj) is a monomorphism.
Let λ: Ax*
*A m *F' —* J5i*
*Bn*F be the isomorphism defined
by the composition ψf^φ"1.
Consider the factor B3 = ψi*(πi(Nj)) of
B^
*Bn*F. The group B±*
*Bn*F can be written as a free
product λ(A0* ••• *λ(A w )*λ(F')
By the Kurosh subgroup theorem
(Corollary 4.9.1 of [6]), B3 is a free product of conjugates of subgroups of λ(A0,
, λ(Aw) and a free group. But B3 is neither decomposable nor free. Thus for some element t, and for some i, t~ιB3t <
\(Ai).
Since B3 Φ 1, it follows that
AiΦl.
Let 3 denote an element of A< Choose a loop 2 in Mi such that
9>ί]|s(2) = «. Let f{Mi) c ΛΓ,.
X(z) =
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X(z) =
1
X(z) = ghg"
ι

where g = ψ{f{aj )βq) and h = ψij{z) e Bq. Thus g-'MAJg < Bg.
ι ι
1
Hence g" t" Bjtg < g~ X{Ai)g < Bq. But no nontrivial factor of a free
product can be conjugate to a subgroup of any other factor. It folι
lows that j — q,tge Bj, and g~~ X{Aι)g = Bά. Recalling that g =
ι
ψ{f{ai)Bj ), it is now straightforward to show that fim: TΓ^ikQ —> π^Nj)
is an epimorphism and hence an isomorphism.
Finally if f(Mp) c Nίf and if Ap is not the trivial group, then the
ι
ι
above argument applied to Ap yields C~ X{Ap)C — Bj — g~ X{Ai)g (for
ι
ι
some C). Then gC~ X{Ap)Cg~ — X(Ai). It follows that ί = p. Hence
if f(Mp) c Nj and if p Φ i, then π^Mp) is the trivial group. Furthermore, since each component of cl (M — \Jl=1 U(Eif M)) is irreducible,
it follows that Mp is a 3-cell. This completes the proof of Lemma
A.
It is our aim to show that / is a degree 1 map except possibly
in the case that M is homeomorphic with the product of a closed 2manifold with the unit interval. (In which case Waldhausen's theorems [11] will be applicable to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.)
Theorem 3.1 will then apply to prove Theorem 3.2. A study of the
map /*: H2(bά M) —»iJ2(bd N) seems to be the only accessible route to
this end. As will become clear toward the end of the proof, the
crucial obstruction to gaining the information we need about
U

H2(bά M)-» H2(bd N)

is the possibility that distinct boundary components of some component
Mi of cl (M — Uί=i U(Ei9 M)) may be mapped under / into a single
boundary component of some component Nj of cl (N — U;=i U(DJ9 N)).
The succeeding three lemmas (particularly Lemma D) are concerned
with eliminating this possibility. They constitute the most important
(and easily the most difficult) steps in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
A component Mt of cl (M — (Jl=i U(Ei9 M)) is f-singular if there
exist components Xγ and X2 of bd Λfi such that /(-XΊ) U /(-Xi) is
contained in a single boundary component of a component Nj of
cl (JV— Ui=i U(Dj9 N)). Consider an arbitrary component Λfi of
cl (M - U!=i U(Eif M)), and let /(ΛQ c Nj. If Λf* is /-singular then
Mi has disconnected boundary and so cannot be a 3-cell. Thus according to Lemma A, /^: Kx(Mi) —> TC^NJ) is an isomorphism. Furthermore, since π^Nj) is neither infinite cyclic nor a nontrivial free product,
it follows that Λf< and Ns each have incompressible boundary. Hence
we may apply the theorems of Waldhausen [11] to conclude that /<: Mr->
Nj is homotopic to a homeomorphism. Further, if M{ is not the
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product of a closed 2-manifold with the unit interval, then the homotopy can be taken to respect the boundary of Mi and Nj. It follows
that if Mi is an /-singular component of cl (M — U?=i (Ei9 M)) such
that /(-Mi) c Nj, then Mt and Nd are each homeomorphic with the
product of a closed 2-manifold with the unit interval.
We require one further definition before beginning a more serious
analysis of/-singular components of cl(Af — Ui=1(Eif M)).
We shall think of loops and arcs as maps with [0,1] as domain.
A loop Θ in M is f-closed if Θ can be divided into arcs Θ = σ1τ1
σkzk
with the following properties:
( i ) Each ύi is an arc in \J\=ι U(Eiy M).
(ii) Each τ< is an arc in cl (M - \JU ϋ(Eis M)).
(iii) For each i, /QΓ* is a loop in N.
LEMMA B. Let Mγ = G x [0,1] be an f-singular
component of
cl (M - ΌU U(Eif M)) with f(MJ c N, = H x [0,1] wAerβ G αmZ if are

homeomorphic 2-manifolds. If f(G x {0, l})(zHx 0, tλen f~\Hx

1) =

Proof. First of all we note t h a t since /(int ikf) c int JV, we have
that f~ι{Hx
l)d\jT=ιbάMi.
Suppose w; is a point in UΓ^bdilf*
such that f(w) e H x 1. Let /~Wi) = -Mi, -M^, ' , Mit where MiχJ
,
JM<Z are 3-cells. Define a map g: M~-^> N as follows. Let g and / coincide outside int (Mi U Mh ••• U-M*,). Define ^ on Λfx so that ^rj^ is
homotopic relative to the boundary of Mγ to f\Ml, and g(M^) a H x 0.
On each 3-cell Mij (1 ^ i ^ ϊ) let g be a contraction of / U ^ . in bdNΊ
Observe that g~\H x 1/2) = ^. Since N is aspherical, it is easy to
see that g is homotopic to / relative to UΓ=ibdM;. Thus g*: πx{M) —>
is an isomorphism.
Let 7 be an arc in M joining w to a point in (? x 0. Then
e f f x l , ffo7(l) eHx
0, and #°7([0,1]) n H x 1/2 = ^. Let 7*
be an arc in H x [0,1] joining #07(1) with #°7(0), and let μ be a loop
1
in M such that #oμ ~ (6/07)7*. Then since flf" ^ x 1/2) = φ, we have
that 0 = [g(μ)9 H x 1/2] = [(#°7)7*, H x 1/2] =-. 1. This contradiction
completes the proof of Lemma B.
C. If Θ is an f-closed
each i (1 5g i <^ e).
LEMMA

loop in M, then [Θ, Eι] = 0 for

Proof. Let Θ = σ{c±
<74rfc where the arcs σ{ and r< satisfy the
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in the definition of an f-closed loop. Observe
that since each /or< is a loop in JV, there are at most two components
Nί9 N2 of cl (N - \JUi U(Di9 N)) and a single disk A such that foθ c
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Nί\jN2\jD1x
[0,1]. (Possibly N, = N2.) Let Mx and M2 be the
unique components of cl (M — (Jf-i U(Ei9 M)) such that fh: πJJMά —»
nx(Ni) (i = 1, 2) is an isomorphism.
Observe that as a consequence of Lemma B and the theorems of
Waldhausen [11], it is the case that for each r such that /(τr(0)) e Nt
(resp. /(rr(0)) e iV2), there is a point vr in Mx (resp. M2) such that
f(^) = /(τr(0)) (l^r^k).
(If ilίi is /-singular, then by Lemma B
/(bd Mt) and /(τr(0)) must lie in the same component of bd Nt. If Mt
is not /-singular, then Waldhausen's theorems apply•)
Let Θr be an arc in M joining τr(0) to vr (1 ^r ^ k). Then foΘr
is a loop in JV Since f*\πx{M) —•7Γ1(ΛΓ) is an isomorphism, we may
take /o(9r to be a contradictible loop. (If necessary replace Θr by
ι
θ r θ* where θ* is a loop in M based at vr such that {f°θr)~ ~/°θ*.)
For each s (1 ^ s ^ k) such that / ° τ s c iS^ (resp. iV2) let r* be a loop
in M1 (resp. Λf2) based at vs such that /oτf — (/or,)"1.
Consider the loop (9* = ^(©irf©^1^)
σ^θkT^Θ^Tj,). Observe first
of all that since [Θrτΐθ-\ Et] = 0 for each r and i (1 ^ r ^ k, 1 ^ i ^ e),
it follows that [©*, JB^] = [e, ^ ] for each i ( l ^ i ^ e ) . Also, /o(Θrr?βr^r)
is a contractible loop in N for each r (1 ^ r <^ &)• Hence /o0* ^
(f°0d(f°σ2) ••• (f°σk)
Since {f°<J^{f°o^ ••• (/°0*) is contained in the
3-cell ί/φi, iNΓ), it follows that /o<9* — 1. Thus <9* — 1. Hence 0 =
[θ*, J^i] = [Θ, Ei] for each i (1 ^ i ^ e). This completes the proof of
Lemma C.
Lemma D. // M is not the product of a closed 2-manifold with
the unit interval, then no component of cl (M — \Ji=1 U(Ei9 M)) is /singular.
Proof. Suppose Mι is an /-singular component of
cl(M-

(jU(EifM))9

and suppose notation has been chosen so that f(Mt) c Nt. Let Mι —
G x [0,1], Nt = Hx [0,1], and f(G x {0, l } ) c f ί x θ where G and H
are homeomorphic 2-manifolds.
If Uy=i U(Dif N)ΠHxO = φ, then \Jf=ί U(Eif M) Π M, = φ. Since
M is connected and f~ι{Dj) Φ Φ for any j (1 ^ i ^ ώ), it would follow
that e = d = 0, and M = Mx completing the proof of the lemma.
Thus, we assume that there is at least one disk Ώx such that
D1 x 0 c H x 0. This together with the assumption that Mι is /singular shall eventually lead us to a contradiction.
If f(Et) c Dj, then f\hdE. induces a homeomorphism /;: ^(bd Et)-*
π^bdDj).
We say that / is nondegenerate at Ei if fl is not the
trivial homeomorphism. Observe that if / were degenerate at each
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component of / ^ ( A x 0) Π G x 0, then we could construct a map
g: G x 0 -+ H x 0 such that g is homotopic to / | G X 0 and fiΓ^int A x θ ) =
φ. This is not possible since f\GXQ is homotopic to a homeomorphism
from G x 0 onto H x 0. Thus there exists a disk E2 x 0 in G x 0 and
similarly there exists a disk Z?3 x 0 in G x l such that f(E2 x 0) =
/(£73 x 0) = A x 0, and / is nondegenerate at E2 and 2£s. Let
A x l c J V 2 , £ 2 x l c Λf,1, £ 3 x l c Jlfs1 (possibly N2 = iVL in which case
it may also occur that Ml — Mγ or Mi = Jlfi).
We shall now begin construction of a somewhat complicated (in
the sense that there are numerous technicalities involved in its construction) /-closed loop θ in M which will enable us to reach a contradiction to the assumption that M1 is /-singular and MΦ Λfi
The
loop θ is constructed from two basic arcs θ2 with Θ2(O) e ^ x O and
©3 with <93(0) e Es x 0.
Specifically, we wish θ2 to be divisible into arcs θ2 = σQτισ1
τkσk
(possibly k = 0) with the following properties. (For notational convenience, put i?20 = E2.)
( 1 ) Each α^ is an arc in El x [0,1] such that the endpoints of
Gi lie in distinct components of E} x {0,1}
( 2 ) If i Φ j , then E} Φ E2j.
( 3 ) Each Ti is an arc in a component M} of cl (Λf — U<=i U(Ei9 M)),
and /©Γi is a loop in i\Γ.
( 4 ) Each Λβ (1 ^ i ^ fc) is a 3-cell.
( 5 ) lΐ Mi = Ml, then either | i — i | is odd or ί — j .
( 6 ) / i s nondegenerate at each disk El and /(JE^) C jDle
( 7 ) θ a (l) lies in a component M2fe+1 of cl (M - U?=i Ϊ7(-Ei, M)),
and ikΓ2fc+1 is not a 3-cell.
(8)

/(Θ2(1))GAX

1.

Suppose we have constructed the arcs θ2 with properties (1) through
(8) above and θz with similar properties except that <93(0) 6 Ez x 0.
Then the proof of Lemma D can be completed as follows. Let Θ8(l)
+1
+ι
lie in MJ where Ml is not a 3-cell. Since /°<93(1) U/°6>2(1) c A x l ,
/oθ3(0) U/°Θ2(O) U/°Θ2(O) c A x 0, and / is nondegenerate at the disks
E2, E2} E£, Ei we can move the endpoints of θ2 and <93 slightly so that
/°Θ2(0) =/oθ 8 (0) and /(β £ (l)) =/(Θ 8 (l)).
Since /(6>2(1)) e A x 1 c iV2, /(Θ3(l)) e A x 1 c iV2, Θ2(l) e M}+\ and
Θ8(l) G M3Z+1, it follows that f(M2k+1) [j f{Ml+1) a N2. But neither ikf2fe+1
nor Mtι is a 3-cell. It follows from Lemma A that M*+1 - Ml+ι.
Let τ 0 be an arc in Mί joining Θ3(O) with Θ2(O), and let τ* be an
arc in M2k+1 joining Θ2(l) with 6>3(1) (possibly τ* is a loop). Then (9 =
1
β2τ*θ3~ τ0 is an /-closed loop in M. It follows from (2) that θ2 meets
JS72 exactly once, and it follows from (4) and (8) that θ 3 does not meet
E2. Hence Θ is an /-closed loop in M such that [Θ, E2] = 1. This is
not consistent with the conclusion of Lemma C.
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Thus, in order to prove Lemma D, we need only show that Θ2
can be constructed with the properties (1) through (8) above. (The
construction of <93 will be similar to that of Θ2.)
Let J^f denote the collection of all arcs μ in M such that μ can
be divided into arcs μ — σoτ1σ1
τ8σ8 satisfying properties (1) through
(6) above. If μ e sf and μ — σQτ1σ1
τsσs, we shall say that μ has
length s.
The set s/ is not empty since the arc σ0 (of length zero) in
E2 x [0,1] that joins E2 x 0 with E2 x 1 is a member of Jzf. Note
also that as a consequence of (2), each element of Jzf has length not
greater than e. Thus there is an element of maximal length in Ssf.
We choose Θ2 = σoτ1σ1
τkσk to be an element of maximal length in
Jzf. In order to complete the proof of Lemma D, we must show that
Θ2 satisfies properties (7) and (8).
Suppose Θ2 does not satisfy (7); that is, suppose Mk+ι is a 3-cell.
We have two cases to consider; each of which shall lead to a contradiction.
Case 1. There exists an i such that Mk+1 = Mi and \k + 1 — ί\
is even.

Figure 1

Observe that since /U <X [ Ofl ]" E x [0,1] —>Dβ x [0, 1] is a level preserving map for each i and j such that f(Ei) c D y , it follows from
(1) and (3) above that /(σ^l)) and /(σ y (l)) lie in the same component
of A x {0, 1} if and only if \i — j \ is even.
Since \k + 1 — i\ is even, f(σ3 (ϊ)) and /(ov^l)) lie in the same
component of A x {0,1}. Thus we can move the endpoint of σk so
that foσk(l) = /°0V_i(l). Let τ* be an arc in Mi joining σk(l) with
ffi_i(l). Then the loop Θ* = σύτισι ••• τkσkτ^σjl^τjl^ ••• τ~ισ^1 is an /k
closed loop. But [Θ*, E ] = 1 contrary to the conclusion of Lemma
C.
Case 2.

k+1

If M2

= Mi for any ί, then \k + 1 - i \ is odd.
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Figure 2

With no loss of generality in discussing this case, we assume
that f(σk(l)) e A x O . There is a map g: (bdM2k+1) - intEk2 x 0 -> bdiVΊ
such that g\hΛEkx0 = / L ^ x o andflr""1(Z>1x 0) consists of bάEf x 0 and
disks Ei x 0 (JE< ^ #2fc) on which / is nondegenerate. If g~1{Dι x 0) =
bd J?a* x 0, then g is a contraction of f\bάE^x0 in bdiV2 — int A x 0
contrary to the fact that / is nondegenerate a t E2k. Thus there
exists a disk E2h+1 x 0 in bd M2k+ί such that Ek+1 Φ Ek, and / is nondegenerate at E2k+1.
Let τk+1 be an arc in Mk+1 joining the endpoint of σk with a
point in Ek+1 x 0 such that f°τk+1 is a loop in N. Let σk+1 be an arc
in E2k+ί x [0, 1] joining τk+1(l) with a point in E2k+1 x 1. We shall
show that Θ2 = O Ό ^ I
τk+1σk+1 satisfies the conditions (1) through
(6) contradicting the maximality of Θ2. The only nontrivial verification required is that (2) holds for 02*. If M2k+ι Φ Ml for each % < k + 1,
then (2) follows immediately. Thus suppose M2k+1 = Mi, i < k + 1.
Since k + 1- i is odd, the disks Etι x 1, ^ x 1, E2k x 0, JS?2fc+1 x 0
meet M2\ No other disks in the sequence E2 x θ , ί 2 ° x l ,
, ^ x 0,
E2 x 1 meet M2\ For suppose Ei"1 x ε and E£ x ε meet Mi where
ε is either 0 or 1 and ί Φ j Φ k + 1. Then Mi = Λί/. If ε = 1, then
since / ( ^ ( l ) ) and f(σjnl(ΐ))
lie in the same component of A x {0, 1),
it follows that \i — j \ is even. But this is inconsistent with property (5)
for Θ2. On the other hand, if ε = 0, then arguing just as above
Mi = M2k+1 and \k + 1 — j \ is even contrary to our assumptions in
the case we are considering. This proves property (2) for Θ* and
so contradicts the maximality of Θ2. We conclude that Mk+1 is not a
3-oell.
Property (8) remains. Suppose f(Θ2(ΐ)) e Dx x 0 c JVΊ Then

and it follows from Lemma A that M2k+1 — Mt. We can move Θ2(ϊ)
slightly so that f(Θ2(0) = f(Θ2{l)). Let τ* denote an arc in Λfx joining
with ©2(0). Then
is an /-closed loop with [τ*Θ2, E2] = 1.
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It follows that /o0,(l) e f t x l .
Thus Θ2 satisfies the conditions (1) through (8) above, and as
already noted this is sufficient to prove Lemma D.
We are now prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 by
showing that if M is not the product of a compact 2-manifold with
the unit interval, then / is a degree 1 map. To this end, let Y
denote a boundary component of N. Let Δ denote a 2-simplex in
c\(Y— \Jj=1 U(Dif N)). Then Δ lies in a boundary component Yo of
a component Ns of cl (N - U?=i U(D, , N)). By Lemma A, /"'(Nj) =
Mi0, Mh, •••, Mia where f^.π^M^^π^Nj)
is an isomorphism and
Mil9
, Mig are all 3-cells. By Lemma D, there is a unique component Xo of bd MiQ such that f(X0) c Yo.
ι
Observe that f~~ {Δ) consists of a disjoint collection of simplices
1
Δ\y
, ^o°, Δ\,
, Δl , •• ,Δ1n
, Δ\s in bdM where Δ\,
, ΔlrczbdM^
(0 ^ r ^ s). For a 2-simplex σ in a 2-manifold JP, we use the notation *<7 to denote the generator of the infinite cyclic summand of the
simplicial chain group of F associated with σ. Observe that as a
consequence of Waldhausen's theorems [10], f\ZQ:X0—*Y0
is homotopic to a homeomorphism Also, since the higher homotopy of a
closed 2-manifold of genus greater than zero is trivial, we have that
f\bάMir- hάMir-+ Yo is homotopic to a constant map for each r (1 ^
r ^ sj. It follows that
0, r > 0 .

Let X be the unique component of bd M which meets Xo.
assuming notation has been properly chosen,

Put A = i n Γ ( 4

Then

Then

Σ/(*<?) = Σ/(*4) + Σ Σ/(*4 ) = ±*//.
Since the degree of a map between closed manifolds can be computed
locally, it follows that f\x: X—• Y is a degree 1 map. The same
argument applies to show that if W is any component of bd M other
than X such that f(W) c Γ, then /l^: TF~+ F is a degree zero mapAccording to the above remarks, the homeomorphism
f*:Ht(bdM)-+HtφdN)
m a y be described as follows. Let Xu •••, Xh, Yl9 •••, F g denote t h e
boundary components of M and N respectively. Assume notation has
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been chosen so that f\Zl is a degree 1 map of X{ onto Y{ for each
i ^ Q Then f\z. is a degree zero map of X3 into some boundary
component of JV for each j > q. Let α* (resp. β3) denote the generator
of H2{X%) (resp. H2{Y3)) (1 ^ i ^ Λ, 1 ^ j ^ g). Then if /* is the
homomorphism of i2"2(bd M) to Jϊ2(bd iV) induced by /, we have

ι > q.
Let 3: HZ{M, bd ikf) —> iJ2(bd ikf) denote the usual boundary homomorphism, and let 7 denote the generator of H3(M, bdikf). Then
3(7) = ε ^ +
+ ε A α A where ε4 = ± 1 (1 ^ i ^ fe). Thus with the
above description of /*: ίί 2 (bd M) —> ίί 2 (bd TV), we observe the following
two important facts.
(i) The image of the map 3: Hd(M, bd M) —> ίί 2 (bd M) meets the
kernel of /^: ί/"2(bd Λf) —> ίί 2 (bd JV) only in the trivial element.
(ii) /*: iϊ 2 (bd M) -* ί^ίbd iNΓ) is an epimorphism.
Since M and iV are aspherical manifolds, it follows that / is a
homotopy equivalence. Thus f*:H2(M)—>H2(N)
is an isomorphism.
Thus from the following commutative diagram we conclude that the
kernel of /*: iϊ 2 (bd M) -> iϊ 2 (bd N) is subset of the image of
3: Ht(M, bd M) — iT2(bd M) .
0

> H3(M, bd M) -^-> iϊ 2 (bd M)

0

> H3(N, bd N)

I/*

JΛ
> H2(bd N)

• Ht(M)

JΛ
> H2(N) .

But we have already observed that these two subgroups meet
only in the trivial element. It follows that /*: H2(bd M) ~+If2(bd N)
has trivial kernel and hence is an isomorphism. Finally, we apply
the five lemma to the above diagram to conclude that /*: HZ{M, bd M)—>
H3(N, bd N) is an isomorphism. An application of Theorem 3.1 now
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
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